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2021 was a year with many obstacles. A year which showed us the importance of  

working together and functioning as one big team. A year which motivated us to become 

even better and make some big changes.

2021 was the year we brought our sustainability committee to life. This way, we have 

added an extra focus on a more sustainable future, on top of all the existing “Mistral 

Home Cares” corporate responsibility projects within our company.

With the knowledge on our planet growing, terms like ecological footprint, global 

warming and sustainability are no longer unfamiliar to us all. It is high time to actively 

and consciously get to work to reduce our footprint as much as possible and to  

take responsibility.

One of our initiatives is to increase the number of sustainable products in our collection. 

Compared to our previous catalogue Spring-Summer 2022, we have done so by more 

than 40%. And for each less sustainable product in this catalogue, we can offer a more 

sustainable alternative upon request.

Finally, we want to point out that we obviously have many ecological packaging options 

for all these products.

Our Mistral Home cares logo highlights the sustainable products throughout the catalogue.

We hope that you will join us on our path to a more sustainable future.

 

Kind regards,

The Mistral Home Family

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104

This catalogue is printed on 100% FSC recycled paper.

V1

This logo highlights the sustainable products throughout the catalogue

Colours in this catalogue are illustrative and may vary slightly from reality.             54
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      COLLECTION

dark
flowers

With Dark Flowers, we return to the time of romanticism,  

an eclectic romanticism that is.

Submerse yourself in a world of flowers, paisley, diamond 

patterns and cashmere designs. This theme uses an innovative 

colour palette of petrol and terracotta tones, from light to 

dark, topped off with deep roasted spice shades.
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Enjoy the wonderfully soft 
sensation of satin sheets 

and flannel plaids.
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These plaids are 100% GRS recycled polyester.

V1

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104
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It doesn’t get much softer than this.
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The flowerprint tablecloth contains recycled cotton and polyester.

V1

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104

The newest addition to our table linen collection: caramel.
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DECO TIP
Dare to make unexpected colour combinations.
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electric
vibe

This fresh and modern theme was inspired by the revival 

of the 70s, specifically Pucci. With blue in all its shades 

and emerald green, one of this year’s trend colours,  

a geometric collection was created.
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NEW: The Highland plaid
With its soft, luxurious wool look, it combines perfectly 

with the intense colours of the bed linen.
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Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104

V1

This plaid is 100% GRS recycled polyester.
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DECO TIP
Combine different fabrics for a vibrant table. 
Blue lends itself beautifully as an eye-catcher.
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faded
tranquility

Its timeless designs harmonise with both modern and 

classic interiors. The hushed colours provide a natural 

sense of tranquility and elegance.

Create a sense of winter peacefulness with natural 

drawings, textured designs and  the occasional accent 

of warm rust. In connection with this style, we strongly 

emphasise sustainability by consciously opting for 

recycled renforcé and flannel.
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V1

This design is available on RCS recycled cotton.
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This design is available on  
RCS recycled cotton.

V1
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Use tufted deco cushions to add 
some abstract softness.
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The flannel shaved plaid
 is 100% GRS recycled polyester.

V1

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104
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Compliment your bed with a 
two-tone crinkled plaid.
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All table linen on this table contains GRS recycled fibres.
Contains 62% Recycled Cotton

and 14% Recycled Linen
Certified by ICEA

GR0104

V1
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You already knew the Skinny,  
now discover the patterned Skinny. 

Beautifully paired with Miretan.
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Odi  ut  as  quodior  ept iusc  imolupt ium, 

s i t is t  vo lec tum et  ad  quia  sequi  d io . 

Ratet  aut  et  pel ia  ve les t  qui

autumn
forest

As the days are getting shorter and the fog rolls in,  

we light the fireplace and snuggle up with a hot drink and 

a comfy plaid.

Immerse yourself in the Autumn Forest with a range of 

linen in the rich colour palette of twirling leaves and the 

countryside getting ready for its winter sleep.
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The teddy plaid is 100% GRS recycled polyester.

V1

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104
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The teddy plaid is 100% GRS recycled polyester.

V1

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104

Spice up your outfit with our fluffy teddy tote bags. 
Fashionable and practical!
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Travel anywhere in style with one of our original 
corduroy toiletry bags.
Reinforced sides for extra convenience.
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It’s the most wonderful time of the year.
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Bring extra depth and detail to 
your bed or sofa with shearling. 
Or as the French like to say, 
mouton retournée.
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Mer y
 C ri tma 

and a happy new year
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We are very proud that our entire 
Christmas table is set with GRS recycled 

tablecloth, table runners, 
placemats and napkins. 

Contains 62% Recycled Cotton
and 14% Recycled Linen

Certified by ICEA
GR0104

A Christmas dinner with 
only recycled table linen?

V1
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Deco tip
Combine  the  c lass ica l  red  wi th  d i f ferent  co lours 
and  tex tures  for  an  env iab le  Chr is tmas  tab le . 

V1
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All you need is love... and onesies.
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It’s the season of ugly Christmas sweaters 
and chocolate chip cookies.
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kids 
collection

Our children are our most precious treasure, and we 

strive to protect their world as well as possible.

We decided to make our entire kids collection out of 

Lenzing Ecovero viscose-cotton. This fabric consists of 

50% viscose, a cellulose fibre from wood pulp, obtained 

from sustainably managed forestry.
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V1

Discover the magnificent 
world of the Milky Way, 
astronauts and 
countless mysteries.
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V1

Koala-fied 
sustainable 
duvet covers.
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V1

Joyful unicorns in a 
contemporary world of terracotta and 
petrol shades.
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CLASSIC STRIPE celadon-red &
CLASSIC ALLOVER celadon

WILD ROSES petrol-pink

PRECIOUS petrol-terracotta PERSIA petrol-terracotta

Satin 
Luxurious and high quality. 
Its best characteristic is the 
silky-soft feeling.

Bed linen collection All our bed linen is made from 100% cotton.

Flannel
Brushed cotton, which gives it a 
pleasantly warm and soft feel.  
Ideal for cold winter nights.

PLAZA NEGATIVE blue-anthracite &
PLAZA POSTIVE blue-anthracite

BACALAR quicksilver

Renforcé  
Cotton renforcé is pure, natural 
and sleeps comfortably all year 
round. Cotton is a strong and light 
material.

CRAFTED CHECK amber-greige &
CRAFTED CHECK SIMPLE amber-greige

XENON blue-green &
XENON ALLOVER NEGATIVE blue-chalk

EXTENDED blue-green BACALAR quicksilver

E U R O P E A N 
C O N F E C T I O N

Washed cotton 
Soft with a relaxing feel. 
It has a washed crinkle effect which 
gives the fabric a natural look.

UNI amber TAKURO blue

Other available UNI colours : 

blue - botanical green - celadon - dark grey - jeans - light grey

milky grey - milky pink - pink - sand - white - yellow

PLAZA NEGATIVE blue-anthracite &
PLAZA POSTIVE blue-anthracite

WATERSTRIPE blue-beige

Recycled renforcé  
100% cotton, of which  
30% recycled fibres. 

V1

Percale
Thinly woven cotton bed linen with 
a matte finish.

UNI brick red

Other available UNI colours : 

white - celadon - light grey - chateau grey  - jester red

laurel green - smokey grey - soft blue - dark blue
            137136
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Beluga greyBotanical greenMadder red Fossil sand

Sogo   
Sogo is 94% recycled, it’s made from pre- and post-consumer waste. 
70% cotton - 30% polyester
67% recycled cotton - 27% recycled polyester

Other colours available:

WhiteRose mahoganyGrey

We can offer a great deal of GRS certified table linen.

Graphite

Miretan   
Miretan is a mix of linen and recycled cotton, 

pre-washed.  More colours available.
86% cotton – 14% linen
52% recycled cotton

GRS table linen collection

V1

Reclon   
Reclon is a recycled cotton-polyester blend.  
47% cotton – 49% polyester - 4% other fibres
47% recycled cotton - 14% recycled polyester

NETTE 
bordeaux 
terracotta

Blue mist

Skinny   
Skinny table linen is made from 100% recycled 
denim. 1 m = 1 pair of jeans. The green fabric 
is dyed blue, creating ‘blue mist’.
Blend of cotton and small amount of other fibres LUBOK blue mist

Table linen collection

Uniline   
Our UNILINE fabrics are available for table linen and deco cushions. 
70% cotton – 30% polyester

Misty blueCeladon green

Terracotta

Night blue

CaramelPorto

Rug
Timeless, classy and elegant. Yarn dyed, nice and heavy quality with 
a woven subtle pattern in timeless shades of grey.
85% cotton - 15% polyester

More colours available:

Eucalyptus

Box   
Box table linen is made from recycled PET bottles and recycled cotton & acryl.  
7 bottles per m2 - ca. 59% polyester - 32% cotton – 9% acryl
ca. 47% recycled polyester - 22% recycled cotton

Other colours available:

Natural Taupe

Dark grey

Gardenia

Botanical green Jester red

Oyster Silver WalnutWhite Stone grey

E U R O P E A N 
C O N F E C T I O N

Ivory Mint Terracotta

Other colours available:

Grey
            139138
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Flannel sherpa plaid
100% polyester
130 x 170 cm - 6 pcs/box

SOLID blue
Sherpa = halogen blue

DASHED DOODLE taupe
Sherpa = white

Single sherpa shopper
100% polyester - Inner lining: 100% nylon 
38 x 38 cm + 30 cm handle - 20 pcs/box

Halogen blue White

Highland plaid
100% polyester
130 x 170 cm (excl. fringes) - 8 pcs/box

Green Grey

BICOLOUR denim blue BICOLOUR terra

Crinkled Plaid
100% cotton
130 x 170 cm - 8 pcs/box

Flannel plaid
These plaids are made from 100% GRS recycled polyester 
130 x 170 cm - 10 pcs/box

PIED DE POULE antique green
(shaved flannel)

SNAKE glazed ginger
(shaved flannel)

SCRATCHED french oak
(shaved flannel)

GRANNY FLOWER bordeaux-green

V1

Teddy plaid
These plaids are made from 
100% GRS recycled polyester  
130 x 170 cm - 10 pcs/box

SCOT ARMY rust SCOT YORKSHIRE green SCOT ARMY rust SCOT YORKSHIRE green

V1

Teddy shopper
100% polyester - Inner lining: 100% nylon 
38 x 38 cm + 30 cm handle - 20 pcs/box 

Fake rabbit flannel plaid
100% polyester
130 x 170 cm - 8 pcs/box

Fake rabbit cushion
Cover: 100% polyester 
Inner cover: 100% polypropylene - Filling: 100% polyester 
50 x 50 cm - 8 pcs/box

Terra Perfectly pale Terra Perfectly pale

Plaids & cushions collection 
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Velvet deco cushion
Cover: 100% cotton
Inner cover: 100% polypropylene - Filling: 100% polyester
50 x 30 cm - 8 pcs/box

BICOLOUR blue-green BICOLOUR blue-purple

Corduroy deco cushion
Cover: 85% polyester - 15% polyamide 
Inner cover: 100% polypropylene - Filling: 100% polyester
45 x 45 cm - 8 pcs/box

BICOLOUR green-taupe BICOLOUR ochre-taupe

Corduroy toilet bag
Fabric: 85% polyester - 15% polyamide - Lining (middle layer): 100% EVA - Inner lining: 100% nylon
22 x 11 x 15 cm - 20 pcs/box

Green Ochre

Tufted deco cushion
Cover: 100% cotton
Inner cover: 100% polypropylene - Filling: 100% polyester 

45 x 45 cm - 8 pcs/box

KEITH taupe MIRO black

50 x 30 cm - 8 pcs/box

IBIZA cream IBIZA storm blue

Levis light deco cushion
Cover: 100% cotton
Inner cover: 100% polypropylene - Filling: 100% polyester 
50 x 30 cm - 8 pcs/box

Shearling deco cushion
100% polyester - Filling ca. 250 g
50 x 30 cm - 8 pcs/box

Camel

JULES STRIPE terra-lilacTaupe

with metal zipper

Red Sand Caramel Petrol

Velvet stonewash deco cushion
Cover: 100% cotton 
Inner cover: 100% polypropylene - Filling: 100% polyester
45 x 45 cm - 8 pcs/box

V1

GRS certified filling

GRS certified filling
V1
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Coral sherpa plaid
100% polyester - 10 pcs/box - 130 x 170 cm

CHRISTMAS TARTAN red CANDY CANE green REINDEER IN THE WOOD 
black-ecru

SYLVESTER STARS blue

Coral fleece onesie
Zipper in front - with hood and pockets - matching (heavy) cuffs and ankles in ribbed jersey  
100% polyester - 10 pcs/box
Available sizes: S: ca. 120cm - M: ca. 140cm - L: ca. 160cm

Christmas collection 

CHRISTMAS TARTAN red CANDY CANE green REINDEER IN THE WOOD 
black-ecru

SYLVESTER STARS blue

Sogo   
Sogo is 94% recycled, it’s made from pre- and 
post-consumer waste. 
70% cotton - 30% polyester
67% recycled cotton - 27% recycled polyester

CHRISTMAS SWEATER green-red CLASSIC STRIPE celadon-red &
CLASSIC ALLOVER celadon

OREGON botanical green-bordeaux

Flannel
Brushed cotton, which gives it a pleasantly warm and soft feel.  
Ideal for cold winter nights.

Christmas collection 

eucalyptus

Box   
Box table linen is made from recycled PET bottles 
and recycled cotton.
59% polyester - 32% cotton – 9% acryl
47% recycled polyester - 22% recycled cotton

beluga greybotanical greenmadder red fossil sand
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Special thanks to

Stefanie Faveere - photography
Manoir du Notaire - Erezée - photo location

Kids bed linen collection 

PLANETS multicolour KOKO green FLORAL UNICORN terra-petrol

Ecovero - cotton   
A blend of 50% cotton and 50% viscose. Feels super soft and saves water in 
the production process. More info, scan the QR code.
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MISTRAL HOME NV
IZ De Prijkels - Karreweg 15 - 9810 Nazareth - Belgium

T +32 (0)9 381 60 19 - F +32 (0)9 381 60 11
WWW. MISTRALHOME.COM

#mymistralhome
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